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Mizuho　Nakamura
　　Environmental　pollution　is　widely　being　recognized　as　one　of　the　most
challenging　issues　of　our　time　that　mankind　has　ever　faced　with，　and
that　drastic　practical　action　is　called　for　without　further　delay．　Since
“the　significant　aspect　of　the　environmental　problem　is　man・made，　not
簸atural　but　social　in　origin”〔D，　environmental　problem　is　above　all㌔
challenge　to　social　scientists”，　a　phrase　which　was　the　sub・title　of　the
theme　of　the　International　Symposium　on　Environmental　Disruption　in
the　Modern　World，　held　under　the　auspices　of　the　International　SociaI
Science　Council（Par二s）in　Tokyo，　March，1970．
　　In　the丘eld　of．economic　science，　environmental　pollution　has　raised
fundamental　theoretical　problems　with　which　economists　should　concern
themselves，　and　more　and　more　theorists　have　begun　to　tackle　the　issue．
Especially　in　our　country　where　an　exceptionally　high　rate　of　economic
growth　as　measured　by　GNP　has　made　the．　problems　of　ellvironmental
pollution　extraordinally　manifold　and　intense，　the　problems　should　have
attracted　wider　attention　among　economists　as　well　as　other　social　scientists
and　general　public．　This　is　one　of　main　reasons　why　Tokyo　was　chosed
as　the　geographical　site　for　the丘rst　international　symposium　on　environ一
．①　Shigeto　Tsuru，“Environmental　Pollution　Control　in　Japan”．　in：　Shigeto　Tsuru（ed），
　　　Environmental　Disrup彦ion，　Proceedingsげ1nterπational　5ッmPosium，　Mαr‘ん1970，
　　　To姻o，　International　Social　Science　Council，　Standing　Com皿ittee　on　Environmental
　　　Disruption，　Tokyo，1970，　p．325．
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mental　problems　organized　by　the　International　Social　Science　Council．
　　As　is　ofteh　said，　Japan’s　recent　experience　constitutes　undoubtedly　a
test　case　for　various　aspects　of　environmental　pro1）lems，　offering　object
lessons　to　others　and　challenging　the　intelligence　and　knowledge　of　those
concerned　with　the　subject．
　　In　this　paper，　the　writer　attempts　to　review　some　of『the　critical　eco－
nomic　theories　of　environmental　pollution，　taking　the　lessons　from
Japan’s　experience　into　account　as　much　as　possible．
　　Such　phenomena　as　air　pollution　and　water　pollution　date　back　several
centuries　in　history，　but　it　is　in　only　two　or　three　decades　with　the
progress　of　technology　and　industrialization　as　well　as　of　urban　develop・
ment，　that　problems　related　to　environmental　pollution　have　become　a
matter　for　serious　concern．　Similarly，　though　many　economists　since
classical　school　have　refferred　to　some　of　the　phenomena　of　the　sort，
and　though　K．　Marx　and　F．　Engels，　among　others，　provided　us　with
such　an　elucidation　as　holding　true　in　essence　still　now，　it　was　K．W．
Kapp　with　his　The　Social　Costs　Of　Private　Enterf）rise，1950，　who　first
drew　the　qttention　of　economist　in　general　to　environmental　problems．
Kapp，　having　treated　the　problem　as　the　point　of　departure，　proceeded
to　an　exhaustive　criticism　on　a　pervasive　trend　of　modem　western　eco－
nomics，　especially　neoclassical　theories．　His　theory，　nevertheless，　stands
on　non－Marxian　basis．　In　this　sense，　Kapp’s　theory　represents　the　critical
economic　theories　of　environmental　pollution　from　non・Marxian　stand－
points　and　the　marginal　capacity　of　non－Marxian　economic　theory　for
the　problem　as　we11．
　　This　is　because　the　writer　of　this　article　not　only　begins　his　review
with　one　of　Kapp’s　theory，　but　also　epitomizes　Kapp’s　discourse　some－
how　in　detail，　and　with　a　number　of，　as　well　as　a　fairly　lengthy，　pass一
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1．K．W．　Kapp’s　Theory　of　Social　Costs
　　Pollution　of　the　environment　l）y　various　types　of　contaminants　is
treated　by　Kapp　as　being　included　in　social　costs　which　covers“all　direct
and　indirect　loss6s　sustained　by　third　persons　or　the　general　public　as　a
result　of　unrestrained　economic　activities”②，　or，　in　other　words，“all　those
harmful　consequences　and　damages　which　other　persons　or　the　commun－
ity　sustain　as　a’窒?唐浮撃煤@of　production　processes，　an’d　for　which　private
entrepreneurs　are　not　held　accountable”〔3｝．
　　According　to　the　preface　of　the丘rst　edition　of．Kapp，s　book，　the　main
purpose　of　his　study　is“to　present　a　detailed　study　of　the　manner　in
which　private　enterprise　under　conditions　of　unregulated　competition
tends　to　give　rise　to　social　costs　which　are　shifted　to　and　borne　by　third
persons　and　the　community　as　a　whole”（4）．　Thus，　the　problem　that　he
deals　in　the　study　is　twofold二that　is　to　say，　a　specific　technical　economic
question　and　broad　issues　of　social　philosophy　and　economic　knowledge．
Of　each　of　these　questions，　he　explains，“The　technical　question　involved
is　whether　our　concept　of　costs　is　not　incomplete　and　apparently　in　need
of　correction．　The　broader　issues　of　social　philosophy　and　economic
knowledge　which　the　analysis　of　the　social　costs　of　production　raise
become　clear　only　if　one　views　the　phenomena　of　social　costs　within　the
framework　of　the　basic　premises　of　classical　political　economy　and　of
the　proposition　still　found　in　neoclassical　economic　thought　that　perfect
competition　tends　to　maximize　output　and　the　want．satisfying　power　of
｛2）K．W．　Kapp，　Social　Costs　of　Bttsiness　Enterprise，　Bombay　etc．，1963（second　edition，
　　　extensively　revised　and　rewritten，　of　The　Social　CostsげPrivate　Enterprise，1950），
　　　P．13．
（3）K．W．　Kapp，　op．　cit．，pp．13－14．
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available　scarce　resources”｛4）．
　　Originating　from　the　classical　school　of　political　economy，　one　of　the
main　streams　of　economic　analysis　has　con丘ned　itself　more　and　more
narrowry　to　the　study　of　market　phenomena．　Political　economy　became
“pure　economics”which　recognized　only　those　ends　and　means（costs）
which　could　be　expressed　and　measured　in　terms　6f　exchange　values　or
market　prices，　and　pure　economic　theory，　in　turn，　began　to　concern
itself　more　and　lnore　with　the　analysis　of　an　essentially　stationary　mo－
del　of　market　economy，　the　theoretical　task　of　which　was　to　define　the
conditions　of　partial　and　general　equilibrium　under　competitive　condi・
tions　and　to　describe　the　adjustment　which　would　be　necessary　in　order
to　attain　the　imaginary　conditions　of．　balance　and　optimum　in　the　alloca－
tion　of　given　means　to　competing　ends．　And，　in　the　very　core　of　such
economic　analysis，　namely，　in　the　theory　of　value　and　price，　concentra・
　りtlon　on　private　costs　and　private　wants　has　been　almost　complete．　Especi－
ally，　in　neoclassical　analysis，　outspoken　subjectivism　permitted　the　most
systematic　application　of　utilitarian　conception　of　human　behavior　to
economic　analysis，　and　it　became　a　dominant　desire　to　demonstrate　that
”free　competition　procures　the　maximum　of　utility”．　Though　Alfred
Marshall’s　concept　of　external　economies　quali丘ed　the　doctrine　of　maxim－
um　aggregate　satisfaction，　and　though　Pigou’s　economics　of　welfare　re－
presents　an　attempt　to　assimilate　the　phenomena　of　social　costs　to　neoclass－
ical　economic　analysis，　the　treatment　of　social　costs　was　fundamentally
remained　as　only　a　minor　and　exceptional　disturbance　rather　than　as　a
characteristic　phenomenon　of　the　market　economy，　and　that　reflects　the
still　very　imperfect　way　in　which　these　costs　are　taken　into　consideration
（4）K．W．　Kapp，　op．　cit．，p．　xii。
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in　the　economic　calculus　of　the　system　of　business　enterprise．（51
　　Thus，　according　to　Kapp，“the　fact　that　private　entrepreneurs　are　able
to　shift　part　of　total　costs　of　production　to　other　persons　or　to　the
community　as　a　whole，　points　to　one　of　the　most　important　limitations
of　the　scope　of　neoclassical　value　theory．　As　Iong　as　it　continues　to
con丘ne　itself　to　market　value　neoclassical　economics　will　fail　to　assimilate
to　its　reasoning　and　to　its　conceptual　system　many　of　the　costs（and
returns）which　cannot　be　expressed　in　dollars　and　cents”〔6｝．　However，　in
addition　to　the　fact　above，“there　are　two　further　reasons　why　the　system
of　business　enterprise　fails　to　achieve　the　maximization　of　the　want－
satisfying　power　of　scarce　resources；namely，　serious　obstacles　to　rational
behavior　of　consumers　and　entrepreneurs　in　modern　market　economies，
and　the　existence　of　important　social　returns　which　diffuse　themselves
throughout　society　alld，　since　they　cannot　be　appraised　in　terms　of
dollars　and　cents，　are　largely　neglected　by　private　enterprise．”‘6｝
　　When　the　considerations　of　these　facts　are　taken　into　account，　Kapp’s
study　of　social　costs　must　be“part　of　a　larger　inquiry　the　purpose　of
which　is　twofold：to　measure　the　performance　of　the　system’of　business
enterprise　by　yardsticks　which　transcend　those　of　market　and　to　lay
the　foundation　for　a　reformulation　of　economic　analysis　so　as　to　include
those　omitted　aspects　of　reality　which　may　economists　have　been　inclined
to　dismiss　or　neglect　as‘noneconomic’”〔6｝．　This　is“a　new　science　of　econ・
omics”which，　Kapp　concludes，“will　be‘political　economy’in　an　even
more　comprehensive　sense　than　the　term　was　ever　understood　by　the
classical　economists　and　their　predecessors”〔7）．
〔5｝See　K．　W．　Kapp，　op．　cit．，Chapt，1“Economic　Analysis　and　Social　Costs”，
（6）K．W．　Kapp，　op．　cit．，p．11．
｛7）K．W．　Kapp．　op．　cit．，pp．11－12．
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　　As　a丘rst　step　toward　such　vta　new　science　of　political　economy”，
Kapp’s　conc亭pt　of　social　cost　is　so　comprehensive　as　to　include　even
certain“social　opportunity　costs”which　take　the　form　of　avoidable
wastes　and　social　ine伍ciencies　of　various　kinds，　provided　that　these
have　two　characteristics；namely，　it　is　possible　to　avoid　them　and　they
are　part　of　the　course　of　productive　activities　ahd　are　shifted　to　third
persons　or　the　community　at　large．　Thus，　to　Iist　briefly　the　majol　types
of　social　costs　according　to　KapP（s），　included　are：social　costs　of　air　and
water　po11ution，　of　the　exploitation　of　both　renewable（flow）and　non－
renewable（stock）resources　or　natural　wealth，　of　industrial　accidents　and
occupational　diseases，　of　technological　change　and　unemployment，　of
duplication　of　capital　facilities　and　excess　capacities，　of　cutthroat　competi－
tion　and　planned　obsolescence　and　sales　promotion，　of　the　retardation　of
technical　e伍ciency　and　the　overconcentration　and　mislocation　of　economic
activities　in　a　few　industrial　centers，　and　of　the　competitive　depletion　bf
energy　resources　under　the“rules　of　capture”and　the　tendency　to　shift
th・・v・・h・ad・・・…fl・b・…th・i・d・・t・i・1　w・・ker　i・・im…fd・p・e二
ssion　or　after　the　introduction　of　technical　improvements．
2．Some　Remarks　on　KapP’s　Theory
　　The　propriety　of　Kapp’s　concept　of　social　costs　might　be　appraised　of
two　terms：that　is，　firstly，　of　a　conceptual　scheme　for　the　analysis　of
enviromelltal　problems，　and　secondly，　of　the　theory　of　social　costs　itself，
or　of　its　part　in　the　construction　of　a　new　political　economy．
　　In　appraising　it　as　a　conceptual　scheme　for　the　analysis　of　environ－
mental　problems，；t　must　at　least　be　reminded　of，　on　the　one　hand，　that
（8）See　K．　W．　Kapp，　op．　cit．，Chapt．　N・X皿and　pp．264－268．
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any　phenomenon　of　environmental　pollution，　although　not　explicitly
being　referred　to　by　Kapp　himself，　can　be　included　in　his　concept　of
social　costs，　and　on　the　other　hand，　that　the　social　costs　of　environmental
pollution　camlot　clearly　be　distinguished　from　other　forms　of　social　costs．
The　implication　of　this　fact　will　be　made　clearer　later．
　　As　to　the　concept　of　social　costs　孟tself，　Kapp’s　one　among　others
provoked　Michalski，s　criticism　as　we11　as　re・classification　of　the　concept．⑨
But　the　latter’s　criticism　would　not　be　to　the　former’s　point，　especially
of　the　plac6　and　significance　of　the　former’s　concept　in　the　attempt　of
constructing‘‘a　new　science　of　politica玉econmy”and　contr童buting　to　the
solution　of　what　the　former　sees‘‘one　of　the　most　urgent　problems　of
moderll　industrial　societies”，notwithstanding　the　logicality　in止e　Iatter’s
classification　of　the　concept　itself．　The　point　is　evident　when　we　see　what
Kapp　regards　as　the　causes　of，　and　the　effects　of　social　costs　respectively．
He　says，‘‘the　basic　causes　of　social　costs　are　to　be　found　in　the　fact　that
the　pursuit　of　private　gain　places　a　premium　on　the　IIlinimization　of　the
private　costs　of　current　pr・duction．　Therfore，　the　greater　the　reliance　on
private　incentives，the　greater　the　probability　of　social　costs．　The　more
reliance　an　economic　system　places　on　private　incentives　and　the　pursuit
of　private　gain　the　greater　the　danger　that　it　will　give　rise　to　external
‘unpaid’social　costs　unless　apPropriate　measures　are　taken　to　avoid　or
at　Ieast　minimize　these　costs”qゆ．　Also，　he　writes，‘‘social　costs　threaten
the　life　and　health　not　only　of　the　individual　but　of　all　humanity　and
play　havoc　with　the　rational　use　of　our　resources”a”．
　　Michalski’s　own　concept　of　social　costs　is　considered　to　reselnble　in　the
（9｝See　W．
　　　1965．
（1①　K．W．
ω　K．W．
Michalski，　Grundlegung　eines　operationalen　Konzepts　der“Social　Costs”，
Kapp，　op．　cit．，p。14．
Kapp，　op．　cit．，p．20．
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皿ain　the　concept　of　external　disecono皿ies　having　been　used　in　neoclassi－
cal　analysis，　and　in　special　to　one　of　technological　diseconomies，　which　is
just　the　same　as　what　Kapp　refused　to　adopt　and　refuted　for　such　a
reason．as　follows；“if　we　permit　professional　inertia　and　acadelnic　interest
in　traditional　neoclassical　analysis　to　stand　in　the　way　of　a　major　recon－
struction　of　economic　science　we　may　preserve　the　tradition　but　miss　our
chance　to　permit　human　intelligence　and　human　knowledge　to　contribute
to　the　solution　of　one　of　the　most　urgent　problems　of　modern　industrial
societies”””．　Thus，　Kapp　preferred　general　concept，　for“it　is　the　purpose
of　our　analysis　to　trace　what　we　consider　to　be　typical　social　phenomena
as　they　organize　themselves　into　a　pattern”，　and“to　this　end　a　general
concept　is　．　needed　which　defines　the　phenomena　in　terms　of　certain
general　charactristics”an．
　　Meanwhile，　the　typical　social　phenomena　reffered　by　Kapp　are，　each
and　al1，　phenomenal　forms　of　the　contradiction　inherent　in　capitalist
economy，　and　symptoms　of　the　deterioration　and　corruption　of　capitaIism，
As　such，　the　typical　phenomena　referred　can　be　identified　and　classified
into　certain　categories　on　the　one　hand，　and　at　the　sζme　time　essentially
be　corelated　each　other　on　the　other　hand．　In　other　words，　alternative
to　Kapp’s　concept　of　social　costs　is　not　to　be　confined　to　only　one　of　neo－
classical　traditionai．　Moreover，　such　an　approach　wil1　make　the　recognition
of　the　relation　between　the　state　or　governments　and　social　costs　more
comprehensive，　and　with　it　the　list　of　the　major．types　of　the　social　costs
is　expected　to　go　forward　to　completeness。
　　It　seems　necessary　to　mention　here　a　criticism　to　Kapp，　which　was
⑫　Tasuku　Noguchi　inquired　into　and　rearranged　concept　of　sQcial　costs　considering　their
　　　connections　w量th　monopoly　price．　See　T．　Noguchi，　Shakai二genka　to　Dokusen－Kakaku
　　　（Social　Costs　and　Monopoly　Price），　Keizαi　Hyoron（Economic　Review），　vol．20，　no．
　　　12，　（）ctober　1971．
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presented　by　Ken・ichi　Miyamoto．　The　latter，　after　fully　appreciating
Kapp’s　pioneering　work，　says，‘‘we　must　impose　amendment　on　Kapp’s
theory　in　two　fundamental　points．　First，　while　Kapp　considered　social
costs　were　sustained　by　the　third　persons　or　the　comlnunity　at　large，
the　sustaining　of　social　costs　involves　differential　according　to　social
classes．　Second，　while　Kapp　standng　on　the　point　of‘dual　economy’
theory　of　modern　bourgeois　economics　insisted　that　the　state　could
prevent　social　costs　caused　by　private　enterprise，　the　state　in　reality　not
only　gives　wholly　support　to　private　enterprise，　but　also　itself，　too，　causes
SOCial　COStS，ea3．
　　Kapp　writes　in　the　preface　to　the　second　edition　of　the　book，‘‘the
change　of　title　to　Social　Costs　of　Business　Enterprise　is　i且tended　to
express　more　explicitly　the　affinity　of　our　analysis　to　the　intellectual
tradition　of　that　branch　of　institutional　economic　theory　which　has
stressed　not　only　the　cumulatiye　character　of　social　causation　and　the
need　of　oblective　criteria　of　social　welfare　for　the　appraisal　of　the
social　e任icinecy　of　economic　systems，　but　also　the　importance　of　raising
the　question　of　the　quality　of　human　Iife　and　l）ehavior　under　different
institutional　arrangements”a4．
　　Indeed，　Kapp　is　a　Veblenian，　holding　merits　as　well　as　demerits　in
common　w三th　Vel）len，　and　it　seems　needless　to　say　that，　among　such
demerits，　their　disablity　to　distinguish　capitalist　production　clearly，　on
the　olle　hand，　from　commodity　production　in　general，　and　on　the　other
hand，　from　private　property　system，　is　most　closely　related　to　the　point
at　lssue．・
⑬　Hikaru　Shoji　and　Ken・ichi　Miyamoto，　Osorubefei　Kogα‘（Horrible　Kogai），Tokyo，1b64．
　　　Also　see　K．　Miyamoto，　Shakai・5ん涜oη・Roη（The　Social　CapitaD，　Tokyo，1967．
04K。　W．　KaPP，　OP，　cit．，P．　x．
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3．Environmental　Disruption　and　tc】Kδgai”
　　In　recent　works，　KapP　uses　a　new　term，“en▽ironmental　disruption”，
apposing　to　his　accustomed　term“social　costs”⑬．　The　new　one　was，　as
mentioned　in　the　begin1ng　of　this　paper，　adopted　as　the　expression　of
the　subject　of　Tokyo　Symposium。　At　to　the　reason　of　his　adopting　the
new　term，　Kapp　says　as　follows：‘‘The　disruption　of　man’s　envirollment
by　his　own　activities　and　decisions　is　a　particularly　complex　process
wh玉ch　transcends　the　scope　and　the　points　of　view　of　any　of　today，s
highly　compartmentalized　fields　of　study．　For　this　and　other　reasons＿＿，．
Ifeel　that　many　of　the　terms　and　concepts　developed　by　particular
disciplines　（as　e．　g．　externalities，　diseconomies，　nuisances，　ecological　imbalance，
biospheric　disruption，　etc．），　useful　as　they　may　have　been　and　perhaps
sti11　are　for　particular　theoretical　purposes，　are　no　longer　adequate・In
fact，　the　increasing　disruptiっn　of　man’s　natural　and　social　environment
raises　the　most　far－reaching　problems　not　only　with　respect　to　the
proper　methodological　and　theoretical　procedures　but　also，　and
particularly　with　regard　to　the　proper　modes　of　control　and　policy．
making．　The　solution　of　these　theoretical　and　practical　problems　calls
for　the　closest　possible　collaboration　of　social　and　natural　scientists　in－
cluding　technologists．　With　this　end　in　view　I　would　indeed　endorse
Professor　Tsuru’s　suggestion　to　use　the　term‘environmental　disruption’
㈲See　K，　W．“Kapp，　Environmental　Disruption：General　Issues　and　Methodological　Pro－
　　　blems”in：Shigeto　Tsuru（ed），　Enwironmental　Disrttption，　Proceedings　｛が　Interna・
　　　tionat　Sツmposiz〃n，　Maプ‘ん1970，　Tokyo，　International　Social　Science　Council，　Standing
　　　Committee　on　Environmental　Disruption，　Tokyo，　1970．　Also　see　‘‘Environmental
　　　D三sruption　and　Social　Costs：AChallenge　to　Economics，，，　Kyklos　23（4），1970，　and　in：
　　　Political　E‘07ZOηZツq／　EアIZ／iブonment，　Pプ0う’8ηZ　and　M8〃iod，　PaPe7・5　Presentedご鉱　the
　　　SymPosium　held　at　the　Maison　des　S‘iences　de　l，Hommes，　Earis，5－8　Juiッ，1971．
　　　Paris，1972．
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as　a　broa’d　and　general　concept　designed　to　cover　all　those　phenomena
which　either　singly　or　together　affect　the　character　and　quality　of　the
natural　and　the　social　environmellt　of　man．　The　use　of　the’term‘en－
vironmental　disruption’should　serve　as　a　recognition　of　the　fact　that　we
are　concerned　with　matters　that　touch　the　core　of　human　existence　and
which　in　their　complexity　transcend　the　scope　and　competence　of　any
transcend　the　scope　and　competence　of　any　particular　discipline”ae．
　　And，　concerning　the　relation　of“env童ronmental　disruption”　to“social
costs”，　Kapp　warnes　against‘‘the　Inistaken　belief　that　the　phenomena　of
environmental　disruption　exhaust　the　problem　of　social　costs”av，　and
emphasises　that‘cthe　term‘environmental　disruption’，　by　stressing　the
ecological　aspect　may　divert　our　attention　from　those　social　costs　which　find．
their　expression　in　such　phenomena　as　work　injuries　and　accidents，　rythms
of　work　inimical　to　human　health，　crowded　and　inadequate　housing
conditions，　damaging　levels　of　noise，　enforced　and　uncompensated　adaptions
to　structural　changes，　workmen　compensation　systems　rendered　inadequate
bアin且ation　and，1ast　but　not　ieast，　monopoユistic　determination　of　real　estate．
values　and　rents　in　congested　urban　areas，　all　of　which　can　and　do　arise　in．
contemporary　industrial　societies”，　and　that‘‘for　this　reason　it　should　be
understood　that　when　we　speak　of　environm6ntal　disruption　we　meall　in
effect　the　disruption　of　man’s　natural　and　social　enviromnent”⑱．
　　Thus，　emphasizing　not　ollly　the　complex　and　cumulative　character　of
interdependencies　and　causal　sequences　which　give　rise　to　environmental
disruption，　but　also　the　heterogeneous　character　of　the　disruptive　extra一
α⑤K．W．　Kapp，“Environmental　Disruption：General　Issues　and　Methodological　Problems，’‘
　　　in　S．　Tsuru（ed），　op．　cit．，pp．4－5．
α⑳K．W．　Ka’垂吹C　Environmental　Disruptionand　Social　Costs：AChallenge　to　Economics　in：．
　　　Poli彦ical　Econombl　qプEnvironmenち　Problem　and　Method，　Paris，1972，　p．92．
⑱K、W．　Kapp，“Environmental　Disruption　and　Social　Costs；AChallenge　to　Economics，h
　　　in：OP．　cit．，P．95．
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market　fiows，　Kapp　is　going　further　along　the　line　of　reasoning　which
was　shown　in　his　prior　book，　and　putting　forward　his　criticism　on
neoclassical　economic　theories　more　thoroughly　than　before．
　　To　return　to　the　term“enVironmental　disruption”，　it　was，　as　Kapp
（1escribed　in　the　quotation　above，　originally　proposed　to　use　by　Shigeto
Tsuru　who　was　the　chairman　as　well　as　the　organizer　of　a　series
of　sy皿posium　held　under　the　auspices　Gf　ISSC．　To　quote　Kapp’s　des・
cription　again　but　in　another　context；‘‘Environmental　disruption　is　a
term　which　was丘rst　used　iterchangeably　with　the　Japanese　term　Kogai
at　the　International　Symposium．．＿．　As　such，　it　is　a　term　which　is　still
in　search　of　a　precise　de丘nition．　Provisionally　it　may　be　said　to　refer　to
the　impairment　beyond　certain　definable　threshold　levels　of　the　agg－
ffegate　of　all　external　conditions　and　influences　affecting　the　life　and
development　of　human　being　and　human　behavior　and　hence　of
society”ue．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　／
　　On　the　other　hand，　Tsuru　himself，　citing　air　poUution，　water　pollution，
soil　pollution　and　noise　as　examples　of“the　phenomena　of　environmental
deteriolation　or　disruption”，　generalized　them　into“man’s　separation
fro皿nature，　with　all　its　attendant　consequences　on　his　psycological　and
emotional　life．”　And　then，　between　two　words，“disruption”　and
“deterioration”，　he　preferred　to　use　the　former．　Regarding　the　reason
for　preferring　it，　Tsuru　worte：“the　latter　seems　to　have　an　intransitive
tolle，　while　the　former　is　derived　from　a　transitive　verb．　I　am　of　the
つpinion　that　the　significant　aspect　of　the　environmental　problems　is
man－made，　not　natural　but　social，　in　origin”on，
・ag　K．　W．　Kapp，　Environmental　Disruption　and　Social　Costs：AChallenge　to　Economics”
　　　in：OP．　cit。，　P．91．
⑳　S．Tsuru，“Environmental　Pollution　Control　in　Japan”　in：S．　Tsuru，（ed），　Environ－
　　　mental　Disruption，　Tokyo，1970，　p．　325．
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　　However，　Tsuru　in　and　throughout　his　own　paper　which　was　sub．
mitted　to　Tokyo　Symposium　and　later　was　included　in　the　Proceedings
of　the　Symposium，　used　the　Japanese　term“k6gai”・He　wrote；‘‘As　yet，
there　is　no　single，　generally　accepted，　term　to　cover　all　these　phenomena
of　enviommental　disruption．‘Nuisance’is　an　old　term　in　England；
‘lmmission’is　a　legal　term，　narrower　in　scope，　in　Germany；‘social　cost’
and‘external　diseconomies’are　the　economist’s　terms；term　such　as
‘b圭ospheric　disruption’and‘ecological　imbalance’are　also　used　in　certain
connections；and　lately　in　France，　a　more　descriptive　expression，‘les
pollutions　et　nuisance　d’origine　industrielle　et　urbaine’has　been　in　use・
In　Japan，　on　the　other　hand，　a　very　simple　term‘k6gai’，　which　literally
means‘disamenities　in且icted　on　public’，　came　into　use　as　early　as　towards
the　end　of　the　last　century，　and　has　come　to　gain　wide　currency　even
in　daily　conversations，　covering　not　only　environmental　pollutions　of
a11　kinds　in　the　broadest　sense　but　also　various　undesirable　side　e　ffects
（or　social　cos亡）of　economic　activities．　By　now，　the　expression‘k6gai’may
be　said　to　be　too　broad　and　popular．　Nevertheless，　it　remains　to　be　a
legal　term　and　thus　is　strictly　de丘ned．　For　this　reason　I　propose　to　use
this　Japanese　expression．1．．．．as　a　convenient　abbreviation，　as　it　were，　for
what　French　experts　would　call‘les　pollutions　et　nuisance　d’origine
industrielle　et　urbaine’”⑳．
　　In　the　connection　with　the　issue　referred，　to　c量te　the　relevant　provision
from　articles　of　Kδgai　Taisak1ユ1（ihon・h6（The　Basic　Law　for　Kδgai　Control）・
which　is　a　kind　of　charter　setting　out　a　general　program　of　actioll　but
leaving　th6　matter　of　concrete　application　of　that　program　to　speci丘c
legislations　and　ad皿inistrative　actions：
⑳　S．Tsuru，　op．　cit．，pp．　325－326．　See　S．　Tsuru（ed），
　　　（Modern　Capitalism　and　K6gai），　Tokyo，1967，　pp。1－5．
σendai－shihonshugi　to　Kδ9αゴ
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“ARTICLE皿（De丘nition）
　　1．When　used　in　this　Act，　the　term‘k6gai，　means　the　condition　of
　　causing　damages　on　human　health　and　living　environment　over　con－
　　siderable　range　of　area　by　air　pollution，　water　pollution，　soil　pollution，
　　noise，　vibration，　ground　subsidence　and　offensive　odor　as　brought　about
　　through　enterprise　activities　or　other　human　activities．
　　2．The　term‘1｛ving　environment，　in　this　Act　includes　all　the　pro．
　　perties　closely　related　to　man’s　life　and　also　animals　and　plants　having
　　intimate　relations　with　human　living　as　well　as　their　own　ecological
　　environment．”
　　The　above　de丘nisions，　however，　have　caused　a　good　deal　of　comment，
especilly　because　of　those　narrowness　in　contrast　with　the　existing　state
of　damages　and　in且ictions　on　people　from　the　various　sources　fundamen．
tally　similar　in　nature　to　those　listed　above，　and　with　the　subsequent
people’s　awareness　on　the‘k6gai’A　problem，　and　because　of　thosg　ambi．
guities　in　dealing．ith　the　relation　of　enterprise　to“k6gai”，　that　is　to
say，　the　responsi1）ility　of　the　enterprise　for“k6gai”．　Then，　a　lot　of　cases
of　the　so－called“k6gai”legislation　which　involve　such　ones　as　of　sunshine
amenity　contested　or　are　now・are　contested　in　courts　for　damage　suits．　The
new　suits，　having　come　up　in　the　social　atmosphere　of　heightening　interest
in“k6gai”problems　among　general　public，　present　a　new　dimension　of
legal　problems　which　challenges　the　adaptability　of　law　to　an　existing
and　a　new　state　of“k6gai”infiictions．　And，　on　the　other　hand，　an
increasing　number　of　the　local　governments　are　exploring　energetically
their　own　ways　of　tackling　the“k6gai”problems　in　their　regions，　enact．
ing　own　legislations　and　taking　own　regulatory　measures，　which　some．
times　are　even　exceeding　those　of　national　government　in　the　com．
prehensiveness　in　de丘ning“k6gai”and　the　regidness　in　regulating　the
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activities　of　enterprises，　and　as　such，　are　pressing　the　national　govern曽
ment　to　alter　its　attitudes　toward“k6gai”problems．
　　Taking　these　circumstances　into　consideration，　our　term“k6gai”
should　be　suf丘ciently　broad　and　general　concept，　irrespective　of　the
narrowest　scope　that　the　K6gai　Taisaku　Kihonho（The　Basic　Law　for　K6gai
Control）covers．　As　to　the　phenomenal　forms　of　inlury，　the　concept　has
to　involve，　beside　the　so－called“seven　typical　forms　of　k6gai”（namely；
air　pollution，　water　pollution，　soi1．　pollution，　noise，　vibration，　ground　subsidence
and　offe？sive　odour），　at　least　the　following　forms：radiant　pollution
（includes　both　the　injury　or　nuisance　caused　by　the　radiation　of　rays　of　arti五cial
lights，　and　the　invation　of　sunshine　amenities　by　highrise　buildillgs　as　well），
thermal　pollution，　radioactive　pollution，　aerial　current　disturbance
（includes　both　the　obstruction　of　breeze　and　the　generation　of　abnormal　air
current），　excess　of　tra伍c，　electric　wave　pollution，　excess　or　bias　of
information，　alld　scinery　pollution．
4．“K6gai”and　Capitalism
　　On　the　referring　paper，　Tsuru　gave　exact　and　excellent　descriptive
accounts　of　the　environmental　situation　in　Japan，　and　in　the　last　sec．
tion　entitled“a　methodological　reminder”，　referred　to　the　factors　which
had　caused“k6gai”in　Japan．　The　factors　referred　are；
　　（1）an　exceptionally　rapid　rate　of　growth　of　the　economy：”The　very
　　fact　of　extremely　rapid　rate　of　growth　of　the　economy　during　the
　　past　decade　and　half　has　created　no　doubt　spillover　effects　of　all　kinds
　　in　the　manner　an　automobile　speeding　on　an　unpaved　road　splashes
　　pedestrians　with　mud”an．
⑳　S．Tsuru，　op．　cit．，pp．341－342．
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　　（2）the　geographical　peculiarity　of　the　country：“The　geographical
　　peculiarity　of　Japan　with　urban　and　industrial　concentrations　in
　　narrow　plains　and　along　the　seashore　aggravates　external　diseconomies
　　of　enterprise　activities”ca．
　　（3）the　institutional　characteristics　of　the　economy：“The　question　of
　　spillover　effects　or　external　diseconomies　is　not　independent　of　the
　　institutional　charachteristics　of　the　particular　economy　concerned．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　N　　Japan’s　economy　is　that　of　capitalism　where　private　capitalistic丘rms
　　constitute　the　basic　autonomous　units　of　economic　activities”㈱．
　　Among　these　three　factors，　what　Tsuru　appreciate　to　be　of　utmost
significance　is　the　last　one，　and　then　he　proceeds　with　his　reasoning　on
it：“ln　the　early　days　of　capitalistic　development　private　firms　enjoyed
the　double　priviledge　of　internalizing　all　the　external　economies　without
the　payment　of　quid　pro　quo　and　of　not　being　called　upon　to　compensate
for　external　diseconomies　which　they　caused．　In　another　words，　the
principle　of‘as　one　sows，　so　shall　he　reap’prevailed，　as　it　were，‘inside
the　fence　of　a　factory’，　and　any　nuisance　effect‘outside　the　fence’was
considered‘externa1’from　the　standpoint　of　the　cost　accounting　of　a
丘rm．　If　and　when　the‘external’effect　acquired　a　proport量on　large　en．
ough　to　cause　damage　to　a　third　person，　or　to　the　general　public，　one
kind　of　legal　action　or　another　was　taken．　With　the　advent，　however，
of　modern　technology　and　the　tremendous　increase　of　scale　in　the
operation　of　a　single丘rm，　coupled・with　urban　developmenち　the‘ex．
ternal’effect　has　acquired　a　new　dimension　and　at　the　same　time　has
made　it　quite　clear　that　the　old　principle　of‘as　one　sows，　so　shal｝he
reap’cannot　be　encompassed　within　the　narrow　cost　accounting　of　an
individual丘rm．　In　a　word，　the　social　character　of　production　process
㈱　S．Tsuru，　op．　c｛t．，p．342．
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has　become　so　extensively　heightened　that　the　freedom　of　private　en－
terprise　can　no　longer　remain　unquali丘ed．　Thus　here　arises　a　conflict
between　the　traditional　institutional　arrangement　of　the　Japanese　econ－
omy　on　the　one　hand　and　the　consequences　of　the　development　of　pro．
ductive　forces　on　the　other，　and　this　confiict　creates　tensions　and　pro－
blems　peculiar　to　the　present　stage　of　Japan’s　socio・economic　deve－
lopment”㈱．　Thus，　Tsuru　concludes　his　paper　by　presenting　such　a
methodological　reminder　as　follows：‘‘Although　it　is　quite　true　that　there
are　aspects，　in　the　phenomena　of　environmental　disruption，　which　are
common　to　many　societies，　we　must　also　be　aware　that　social　scientific
approach　to　this　problem　requires　directing　our　attention　to　the　complex
interaction　between　the　disruptive　elements　in　our　environment　and　the
institutional　characteristics　of　that　society．　Japan，s　recent　experience
should　be　studied．ith　this　warning　in　mind”as．
　　As　are　showed　above，．in　Tsuru’s　view，‘k6gai’in　the　due　sense　is，
at　least，‘‘not　independent　of”aconflict　between　the　extensively　heigh－
tened　social　character　of　production　process　and　private　capitalistic
enterprise，　or　a　confiict　between　capitalistic　economy　and　the　consequences
of　development　of　productive　forces．　Such　a　recognition　is　obviously　of
far　more　excellence　in　studying‘k6gai’as　well　as　in　criticizing　apologe．
tical　economic　theories　on　the　issue，　than　Kapp’s　one　with　Veblenian
limitations．　But，　as　are　also　showed，　in　this　case，“the　institutional　cha．
ractistics　of　the　economy”　mean　in　substance　nothing　but　capitalism，
and　correspondingly，‘‘the　present　stage　of　Japan’s　socio・economic　deve・
lopment”is　interpreted　only　ill　terms　of　capitalisln　in　general，　or　at
best，　so　to　speak，　as　the　stage　of　so－called　industrialization．　This　point
has　much　relevance　to　Tsuru’s　endeavor　of　studying　the　relationships
between　economic　growth　alld　environmental　disruption⑳，　or　his　pro・
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posal　of「tpolitical　economic　approach　to‘k6gai’”which，　though　is　clearly
distinct　from“economic　approach，　comprises　as　an　integral　part　the
analysis　from　the　viewpoint　of　utility　value　on　the　account　that“‘k6gai’
phenomena　exist　in　USSR．”us．
　　Unlike　Tsuru　who　was　the　editor　as　well　as　one　of　the　co・writers　of
abrilliant　pioneering　book，“Gendai－shihonshugi　to　K6gai”（Modern
Capitalism　and‘Kogai’），　another　co－writer，　K．　Miyamoto　regards“k6gai，”
especially　of　today，　as　a　product　of　statθ・monoply　capitalism．　To　give　a
summary　of　Miyamoto，s　reasoning：
　　“K6gai”is“disaster　or　calamity”，　not“natural”（the　act　of　God）but
　　“social”in　nature．　However，　all“social　disaster”is　not“k6gai”．　The・
　　latter　is“the　social　disaster　of　capitalism”（grammartically　equivalent　to
　　“the　calamity　of　war”），　that　is，“the　social　disaster　which　is　a　concomi．
　　tant　of　capitalisti¢relations　of　productioガ’，　and　therefore　difFers　frorn
　　“social　disaster　in　general”．　Moreover，　it　has　to　be　mentioned　that
　　f‘k6gai”of　today　is　not　merely“the　social　disaster　of　capitalism”．
　　“K6gai　of　modern　times”is“a　prodhct　of　state－monopoly　capitalism”．
　　For，　under　modern　capitalism，　while　the　development　of　monopoly
　　with　the　phenomena　of　urbanization　cause　the　jncreasing　needs　for
　　social　capita1（i。　e。　social　means　of　production　and　those　of　consumption），
　　the　last　cannot　come　up　with　the　accumulation　of　private　capital，’and
　　thus“k6gai”　is　broken　　out．　In　　short，’the　main　cause　of“k6gai　of
　　modern　times”is　unbalance　between　the　public　and　the　private　sectors
　　of　economy，　in　the　difFerent　sense　from　Galbraith’s。　However　huge
　the　scale　of　the　state　budgets　may　be，　enrichment　of　social　capitali
　and　the　increase　of　public　investment　for“k6gai”prevention　cannot
⑳　S．Tsuru，‘‘ln　Place　of　GNP’，　in：Political　EconomptげEnvironment，　Problem　α．nd
　　　ハ4ethod，　Paris，1972．
⑫励　See　S．　Tsuru，　Kogai　no　8β頓一々θ謡αi－gaku（Political　Economy　of　Kogai），　To，kyo，197正．
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　　be　expected，　so　far　as　the　military　expenses　are　increasing．　On　the
　　contrary，　it　must　be　added，　the　increase　of　military　expenses　causes
　　“k6gai”of　its　own，　namely，　noise　of　military　bases，　radio・active
　　contamination　by　nuclear　tests，“k6gai”of　munitions　factories　and　so
　　on⑳．
　　What　characterize　Miyamoto，s　view　are　the　discrimination　of“k6gai
of　modern　times”（in　other　words，“k6gai”of　statemQIloply　capitalism）from
“the　social　disaster　of　capitalism”（in　other　words，‘‘k6gai”in　general），　and
corresponding　to　it，　the　wide　scope　of　his　concept　of“k6gai．”Regarding
his　concept　of　“k6gai，”　it　includes　not　only　one　caused　by　private
enterprises　but　also　one　by　the　state．　Typical　forms　of　the　latter　are
“kδgai”which　the　state　its61f　is　responsible　for（i．　e．　military“kδga三”
mentioned　above，　and“kδgai”for　which　the　government．owlled　or　public　enter．
prises　or　government　o伍ces　are　responsible，　etc．）and　one　which　wrong
policies　of　the　state　cause（i．　e．　urban　k6gai　and，　partly　overlapPing　with
it，　traf丘c　“kδgai”）．　By　the　way，　suggested　ill　such　de丘nitions　and　a　class．
i丘cation　of　l（6gai　is　the　fact　that　the　very　　de丘ning　and　classifying
”k6gai”are　necessary，　in　effect，　for　the　purpose　of　practical　actions　to
prevent　and　assault“k6gai”．　If　such　is　the　case，　however，　it　seems　nec．
essary　to　explain　not　only　the　relationships　between　the　state　and“k6．
gai”@but　also　the　relations　of　the　private　capitalist　enterprises’‘of　modern
times”to“k6gai，，．　　　　　　　　　・
5．Big　Business　and“K6gai”an
⑳　See　H．　Sh6ji　and　K　Miyamoto，　op．　cit．，and　K，　Miyamoto，　op．　cit．
⑳　For　the　argument　developed　in　this　section，　see　also　the　writer’s　papers，　especially
　　　“K6gai　Mondai　to　Kabushikigaisha　Seido”（K6gai　Probleln　and　the　Corporation），
　　　Mttsashi　Daigaku　Ronsha　（Musashl　Universi亡y　Journa1），　vo1．　XX，　no．4－56，
　　　February　1973，　pp．　29－45．
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　　There　are　suf丘cient　evidences　of　the　fact　that　Big　Businesses　or　mo．
dern　corporations，　more　than　any　other　organizations　and　individuals，
are　responsible　for　the　outbreak　of　“k6gai”．　The　question　at　issue　is
what，　besides　the　expanded　scale　of　production　as　well　as　the　diversified
products．with　the　principle　of“as　one　sows，　so　shall　he　reap”being　en－
compassed　still“within　the　narrow　cost　accounting　of　an　industriaI
丘rm”，　has　caused　the　monopolistic　private　enterprises　of　all　subjects　to
be　so．　It　is　just　what　is　needed　to　investigate　the　structure　and　the
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し
behavior　of　the　corporation　in　this　connectior1，
　　In　the　corporation，　as　the　accumulation　of　capital　proceeds　by　means
of　the　corporate　form　itself　of　private　business　enterprise，　individual
owners　including　dominant　ones　has　been　released　from　the　toil　and
trouble　of　managing　the　business．　The　separation　of　ownership　and
management，　in　such　a　sense，　on　the　other　hand，　has　emancipated　the
business　from　personal　infiuence　and　confinement　by　individual　pro－
prietors，　and　while　the　private　property　and　the　capitalistic　ownership
remain　unchanged，　made’狽??@business　genuine　function　of　capital　or　the
true　worth　which　is　multiplying　itself　incessantly　and　boundlessly，　The
latter，　in　turn，　has　entrusted　to　the　corporate　management　which　is　an
impersonal　body　composed　of　the　management　talent．　Each　of　those
who　compose　the　corporate　management　is　a“company　man”，“the　lead．
ing　species　of　the　genus‘organizat毛on　man’”，　who　is　the　child　of　the
corporation　and　dominated　by　it，　whose　loyalty　is　to　the　corporation“to
which　he　belongs　and　through　which　he　expresses　himself”，　and　to
whom“the　good　of　the　company　has　become　both　an　economic　and　an
eth圭cal．end”os．　And　as　is　well　known，　in　Japan，　the　system　of　life－time
employment　and“promotion　from　within”by　seniority　ranging　from
㈱　P．A．　Baran　and　P．　M。　Sweezy，　Mono♪oty　Capital，　New　York，1966，　pp．29－31．
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white・callar　workers　to　managers　in　the　large　corp6ration　has　en．
couraged　such　a　character　of　corporate　management．
　　Each　corporation　has　combined　the　whole　or　a　part　of　itself　with　other
particular　ones　engaged　in　the　same　industry，　or　in　the　related　or　diff－
erent　industries．　Consequently，　on　the　highest　stage　have　entered　the
interest　groups　composed　respectively　of　the　subgroups　which，　in　turn，
are　respectively　formed　of　a　leading　corporation　and　a　certain　nulnbers
of　foilowers　in　the　similar　industry　or　in　industries　closely　related．
Each　of　these　interest　groups　is，　so　to　speak，　the　丘nancial・industrial
complex．　Such　actions　of　the　corporation　as　showed　above　are　all　in
all　taken　toward　restricted　competition　and　increased　monopoly　pro丘ts．
As　a　result　of　that，　most　part　of　national　economy　has　gone　shares
among　the　groups　of　corporations，　and　national　economy　as　a　whole　is
dominated　directly　or　indirectly　by　these　groups．
　　However，　competition　among　Private　enterprises　is　never　eliminated，
not　so　far　as　they　are　merged　entirely　into　one．　There　remains　com・
peittion　even　among　the　individual　enterprises　which　compQsed　an　ind－
ustrial　group，　as　well　as　among　the　corporations　beloging　to　the　same
interest　group．　And　then，　the　degree　of　intensity　of　competition　within
agroup　would　be　inversely　proportionate　to　the　degree　of　tightness
with　which　the　individual　enterprises　in亡he　group　are　combined　亡oge．
ther，　if　other　circumstances　were　given．　On　the　other　hand，　competition
among　corporations　erigaged　in　the　same　industry　but　belonging　to
different　interest　groups，　is　supPosed　to　be　severe　according　as　each
interest　group　involved　backs　up　his　component　corporation　trying　to
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’
reinforce　the　competition　potentials　of　the　whole　group　as　well　as　to
keep　a　balance　within　it．　In　Japan，　because　each　interest　group　is
inclined　to　expect　in　itself　perfection　of　varieties　of　the　major　industries
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covered，　particular　intense　competition　among　corporations　has　been　seen
in　each　of　major　industries　of　the　time．
　　Concerning　the丘eld　in　which　competion　among　corporains　is　fought，
the　competition　t‘；s　displaced　from　the　field　of　price　to　the丘eld　of　sales
promotion（through　advertising，　product　differentiation　and　innovation，　model
changes　and　the　other　forms　of　contrived　obsolescence，　etc．）”㈲，　with　price
administered．　It　seems　worthy　of　note　that，　in　each　of　these　meaps　of
sales　promotion，　there　is　every　chance　that　almost　all　types　of‘‘k6gai”
will　be　caused．　In　addition，　sales　promotion　burdens　corporations　with
so　heavy　a　Ioad　of　expenses　that　the　corporations　are　forced　to　reduce
the　cost　of　production　to　the　utmost　limit，　and　ill　consequence，　equip．
ment　and　operations　for　“k6gai”　prevention　are　curtailed　as　far　as
circumstances　permit．　In　this　respect，　other　sources　of　increased　costs，
such　as　interest　on　borrowed　capital　and　depreciation　cost，　have　a　similar
effect　on　corporations・It　can　never　be　overlooked　that　Japanese　industrial
corporations　depend　their　capital　required　largely　on　borrowing　from
l）anks　or　other　financial　instituions，　and　that　the　firmest　and　the　most
pervasive　bond　with　which　a　number　gf　corporations　are　concentrated
into　each　interest　group，　is　the　stockholding　and　the　long－term　Ioan　by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　コa　body　of　financial　enterprises　led　by　qbank．　In　fact，　every　typical
ellterprise　which　gave　rise　to　hazardous“k6gai”（e．　g．　the　defendants　in
・he　ca・e・・f　m・j・f　p・11・ti・n・・i・1・）h・・been　a　c・mp・n・nt・f・ny　big　i。tere，t
group　and　has　engaged　in　the　industry　characterized　l）y　the　most　des．
perate　competition　domestically　as　well　as　internationally，　and　in　most
cases，　one　with　an　up－to・date　technology．　At　the　same　time，　there　have
frequently　been　industrial　accidents　and　occupational　diseases　in　these
⑳　P．M．　Sweezy，醐Modern　Capitalism”in：P．　M，　Sweezy，　Modern　Capitalism　and　Other
　　　E∬aッ5，New　York＆London，1972，　p．9，
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　　　　　　　　enterprlses．　　　　　　　　　’
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ガ．Meanwhile，　it　may　be　needless　to　mention　that　the　state　has　”as　its
primary　task　to　assure　the　smooth　functioning　of　the　accumulation
process”⑳．　Con丘ning　our　remarks　to　the“k6gai”out－broken，　the　state
government　authorities　are　inclined　to　connive　at　corporations’polluting
environment　and　concealing　the　facts，　and　if　they　be　exposed　by　those
in且icted　or　other　citizens，　take　it　upon　themselves　to　bring　about
reconciliation　in　a　short　time　in　the　name　of‘‘public”，　or　to　look　after
the　puri且cation　of　polluted　areas　and　the　relief　measures　for　victims，
ultimately　at　the　nation’s　cost．
　　Such　being　the　case，　the　possibility　to　exterminate　“k6gai”　would
fundamentally　depend　upon　the　unification　of　such　three　powers，　still
now　are　excersised　rather　separately　and　independently，　as　follows：
first，　the　anti－“k6gai”1novelnent　from　victims　and　citizens　which，　blocked
by　the　corporate　management　system，　cannot　have　been“interanlized”；
second，　labor　movement　of　workers　who　are　daily　inside　the　enterprises
exposing　themselves　to　the　danger　of　industrial　accidents　and　occupational
diseases　arisen　from　the　economically　as　well　as　physically　same　origill
as　of　“k6gai”；third，　the　various　types　of　antimonopoly　movement
including　the　protest　against　rising　prices　that　would　prohibit　corporat．
ions　from　shifting　their　expenses　of“k6gai”disposal　and　prevention　on
consumers　by　means　of　monopolistic　pricing　system．　Only　the　unity　of
these　movements，　and　the　state　as　well　as　local　government　under　the
power壬ul　and　and　endurable　pressure　of　the　former，　have士he　ability　to
let　monopolistic　enterprises　take　measures　required　minimum　for“k6gai”
prevention　at　their　own　expenses・
　　Up　to　now，　the　majority　of　people　seems　to　place　con丘dence・in　the
national　as　well　as　local　governments’capacity　for　k6gai　prevention　and
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control．　However，　if　once　the　state　of　affairs　goes　contrary　to　their
expectation，　the　business　system　as　a　whole　will　never　fail　to　be
impeached，　The　modern　corporation　system　stands　at　bay．
